Venue décor
PLANNING
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Look up, look
down: take your
venue styling to
handsome heights
and lush lows by
adding decadent
décor touches all
around
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1 Simplicity is key in Arrow & Twine’s crisp
and classic place setting. The sprig of foliage
is a pleasingly natural finishing touch against
the Skinny Malink-designed stationery
2 Walking down the aisle is one of the most
memorable parts of a big day. Tiger Lily
Wedding Events’ personalised runner
elevates this poignant moment higher
3 Magpie Creative wielded the chalk
to produce this eye-catching floral sign,
draped with fresh ivy. It’s one surefire way to
welcome your guests with wow factor
4 Line the aisle with chiavari chairs adorned
with colourful posies as Get Knotted has
done here. If you’d like to give guests a
heady hit when entering the ceremony
room, consider including fragrant herbs
in the mix 5 The talented duo behind
The Little White Cow can find tasteful
touches for every corner of your room. This
waxflower display is dreamy 6 How cool is
this repurposed pallet timeline by Love is
the Key Weddings? Stockists on page 272 Ò
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1 It’s amazing what can be done with a can of helium. Bubblegum Balloons’ all-white
army of floating aisle runners is a sight to behold, especially the impactful tassel tails
2 The periodic table was in its element with this copper and succulent set-up by
Virginias Vintage Hire Scotland at this stylish soiree at the National Mining Museum
3 This floral addition to an aisle arch by Lavender and Rose is nothing short of
spectacular 4 The Hanging Lantern Company incorporated a pastel rainbow of
colours to brighten up a marquee, adding a chic edge to the ’90s house staple 5 Fitting
for a royal knees-up, Get Knotted has blended gold and inky blue to create a spectacle
that’s all kinds of wonderful 6 Magpie Creative’s draping and lighting effects have
transformed this barn from 'meh' to marvellous 7 Spell it out on a gold sequin curtain as
The Little White Cow has done here Stockists on page 272
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